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Filling Scratched Places 
Without Spotting Finish 

SCRATCHES and chipped spots on the finish 
of a car, always entering wedges for the dam
aging effects of rust, are hard to repaint 
without leaving the finish uneven and spotty. 
A better way to do the job is to clean the 
marred surface with gasoline, and then rub 
in a small amount of paint with a soft cloth, 
pressing firmly but not too heavily. The paint 
will fill in the scratches, but can easily be 
wiped off the surrounding surfaces to prevent 
unevenness.-A.C.S. 

Twisting Gives Tension 

to Loose Fan Belt 
NOT long ago, I 

found that the mo
tor of my car was 
running hot and 
finally traced the 
cause to a loose 
fan belt. When I 
tried to fix this, I 
discovered that the 
tension adjustment 
had been tightened 
to the limit. Being 
unable to replace 
the belt immedi
ately with a new 
one, I found a solu
tion to the problem 
by giving the flat 
belt a twist, as 
shown in the illus
tration reproducedI Dept. rs, Milwaukee, \Visconsin I at the left. ThisSeI!.d illustrated li,tprature an4 FREE copyI of ENTrru:SIAST . l\Iotorcyclmg ~fagazine. I tightened the belt tension sufficiently to al
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low me to drive the car many miles before aI I 
replacement was necessary, thereby giving 
me considerably more service from the belt1L.::;r:~:~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ! 
than I would otherwise have had.- L.A.B. 
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THAT a hydrometer reading of a battery 
is not the real indication of the battery's 
condition? This reveals only the chemical 
~o~dition. To find the power available, 
It IS necessary to check the battery under 
load with a low-reading voltmeter. 

THAT a common cause of voltage lOBS and 
unsatisfactory performance in the pri~ 
mary ignition circuit is excessive resist~ 
ance in the cables? New cables that are 
too small win not remedy this condition 
-they must be of proper size. tll 

AND DO YOU KNOW 
Packard Electric is the only cable ( 
trains mechanics with a program of! 
and Service Instruction Manuals or. 
This means that when you drive ir 
station or garage where Packard c 
you are sure of getting the highest, 
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